
Product Pricing Guide - Basic Formulas

WHOLESALE Price = (Labour + Materials) x 2

Premium Wholesale pricing = (Labour + Materials) x 2.5

The x2 covers the overheads and the profit, so the better you manage your business overheads

the more profit the product produces.

RETAIL Price = Wholesale price x 2

Premium Retail pricing = Wholesale x 2.5

For some regional areas some makers would be more comfortable pricing the retail at

(wholesale) x 1.75. Especially if they do not have a shopfront or for market stallholder trading.

It is a good idea to set a Recommended Retail Price (RRP) but this is only a guide, you can not

force a retailer to sell your products at a price that you set, RRP is a guide only.

Ideally you would charge your RRP on your ecommerce site.

Example: You make dog collars

Materials = $2.50

Labour = $6

($2.50 + $6) x 2

Wholesale = $17

RRP = $34

There are a multitude of ways to set a price beyond a basic formula.

Understanding these pricing formulas also means you can reverse engineer your costs as well.

Once you set the value of an item by costing in reverse you can understand where you have to

get your materials and labour costs down to in order to make it worthwhile.

The Psychology of Pricing: creating value in the mind

Psychological pricing is a pricing/marketing strategy based on the theory that certain prices

have a bigger psychological impact on consumers than others.
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The Charming Pricing System - the magic of 7 and 9

According to a 1997 study, the most common ending numbers for a price were 9 and 7. These

two numbers accounted for a whopping 90% of the prices they analyzed. Just the 9-ending

alone dominated 60% of the data set.

Nine-ending prices will be perceived to be smaller than a price one cent higher if the left-most

digit changes to a lower level (e.g., $3.00 to $2.99), but not if the left-most digit remains

unchanged (e.g., $3.60 to $3.59).

In an experiment conducted by the University of Chicago and MIT, women's clothing was used

to test the left-digit effect. First, prices were set for $34, $39 and $44. To the amazement of the

researchers, the items sold best at $39 even though that price was more expensive than other

options.

The Anchor Pricing System

This first set of information is for the data geeks. Economics Nobel Laureate Daniel Kahneman (a

psychology professor) observed that the first fact we hear influences subsequent decisions.

Assume, for example, that after being told a jar has 500 jelly beans, we are asked to guess the
number of jelly beans in another container. Based on Dr. Kahneman’s experiments (described in

Thinking Fast and Slow),  people who are told the first jar has 200 beans instead of 500 most

people answer the second question with a lower number. The reason? The first jar became an

anchor that biased the second answer.

What does this mean for pricing? The Williams-Sonoma Case study

During the 1990s, a bread baking machine became an economic legend.

Using a kitchen device to make a loaf of bread was a new idea 30 years ago. So, when

Williams-Sonoma introduced one of the first bread-making machines, consumers did not know

how to judge its $275 price tag. After a tepid start, the company added a fancier $429 machine

that was supposed to boost sales. It did. But not how they expected.

The $275 appliance sold like hotcakes. Behavioural economists said it was all about anchoring.

For the Williams-Sonoma bread baking machine, $429 became the anchor. It biased consumers’

opinions of the $275 price tag. Sales soared because they knew they had a good deal.

This is also why sales and markdowns work as Psychological pricing.

The Goldilocks Pricing system -   Comparative pricing: placing expensive next to standard

Apple products are a great example of how this works. Apple gives us a price menu. This year,

we could choose from seven new iPhones with prices that ranged from $1,849 to $679. (Apple
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always ends their pricing with a 9.) They create a $1,849 anchor, now consumers can compare,

even when we know lower cost means less functionality being less value.

Some say Apple is creating a Goldilocks strategy with its anchors. For each of us, one model

could be too expensive, one too cheap, and the model in the middle might be just right.

Other strategies

BOGOF - Buy one get one free

Or in eCommerce, buy just beyond the standard order, and get free shipping.

Prestige Pricing

Associated with premium brands and bricks and mortar shops in premium locations.

Zero precedent pricing - How to find out how much a customer will pay.

Businesses need to test the market and customer appetite. Try a validation survey or focus

group.

Interestingly, most people will actually purchase in the price bracket just above what they

think they will pay.

Alternatively, you can set up landing pages with alternate price points for the product and A/B

test to see conversions at various price points to discover which price point yields the highest

combination of margin and conversion. This approach is more data-driven and will likely yield

better insights as you are leveraging actual transaction data. You're able to find out which price

points are optimal in terms of yield and optimization.
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